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[1] Response of low‐latitude ionosphere to the geomagnetic storm of 24 August 2005 has
been studied using total electron content (TEC) data obtained from the Global Positioning
System (GPS) receivers. These studies were carried out using the receivers that were
located (1) near the northern crest (∼15°N mag. Lat.) of the equatorial ionization anomaly
around 56°E, 74°E, and 102°E longitude and (2) from the northern crest of the ionization
anomaly down to the magnetic equator in the longitude belt 75°E ± 3°E. These studies
have been substantiated with the ground‐based magnetometer data at Tirunelveli and
Alibag, an equatorial and off equatorial station, respectively. The ground‐based ionosonde
data at New Delhi, a low‐latitude station, have also been used to substantiate the TEC
observations. The storm day TEC shows two well‐defined humps at all stations wherein
enhancements of the order of 80%–100% have been observed. While the first of the
enhancements has been attributed to the prompt penetration electric field associated with
an interplanetary electric field (IEF Ey) of about 35 mV/m, the other one has been
attributed to the second episode of the prompt penetration electric field (IEF Ey ∼ 20 mV/m)
and abnormal equatorial plasma fountain in late evening hours, respectively. During the
unsteady ring current conditions when the IMF Bz was still southward, penetration of
a westward electric field has been inferred. Two peaks in foF2 have been observed whose
time of occurrence coincides with those of the humps in the low‐latitude TEC. Results
from stations having nearly the same magnetic latitude show that the ionospheric response,
in terms of GPS TEC, to the prompt penetration electric fields is longitudinally
independent. Formation of the first hump in TEC is progressively delayed in time from low
to near‐equatorial latitudes for stations in different magnetic latitudes along nearly the
same longitude. However, its time of appearance at Diego Garcia, a station magnetically
conjugate to Udaipur, is the same as that at Udaipur. The results also reveal the poleward
expansion of the ionization anomaly due to the storm. Disturbance dynamoelectric fields
have been inferred to be responsible for the suppressed plasma fountain, resulting in
suppressed TEC values and equatorward contraction of the ionization anomaly on
25 August, compared to a reference quiet day.
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1. Introduction

[2] Global Positioning System (GPS) is a very well
established tool for the satellite based navigation and
ground positioning. The ionospheric parameter which is of
utmost importance for the GPS based communication is the
total electron content (TEC) as the range error in the GPS
signals is directly proportional to it. While sudden, large

variations in TEC are an impediment to the GPS based
navigation [Basu et al., 2001b; Lin et al., 2005;Dashora et al.,
2009], yet it has been extensively used as an important
parameter for various ionospheric studies [e.g., Rastogi and
Klobuchar, 1990]. These studies have become more relevant
with the advent of GPS based navigation as the TEC is
known to vary drastically during geomagnetic storms [Ho
et al., 1998; Jakowski et al., 1999; Maruyama et al.,
2004; Foster and Rideout, 2005; Dashora and Pandey,
2007; Dashora et al., 2009]. Geomagnetic storms present
an extreme form of space weather affecting a vast region of
space, from Earth’s magnetosphere down to the ionosphere.
Ionospheric response to the geomagnetic storms is quite
varied as the electrodynamics, chemical composition and
neutral wind circulation may be affected. Such changes may
lead to enhancements or decrements in the ionospheric
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plasma density [e.g., Maruyama et al., 2004; Kumar et al.,
2005; Dashora and Pandey, 2007; Dashora et al., 2009].
[3] Geomagnetic storms are initiated due to the activities

on the Sun, mainly by the flares and/or the coronal mass
ejection (CME), when the solar wind velocity, temperature
and density vary drastically, accompanied by significant
changes in the north‐south component of the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF Bz). The changes in ionospheric elec-
trodynamics are mostly attributable to the disturbance electric
fields generated during the storms. Two types of disturbance
electric fields have been identified, namely, the prompt
penetration fields (PPF) and the disturbance dynamo fields
(DDF). The prompt penetration fields are transient in nature,
having a rise and decay time of about 15 min and last for a
period that is about an hour or so [Gonzales et al., 1979; Fejer
and Scherliess, 1997; Fejer et al., 2007] and are felt nearly
simultaneously over a wide range, from middle to equatorial
latitudes [Kikuchi et al., 1996, 2000; Fejer et al., 2007]. The
southward turning of IMF Bz from a steady northward con-
figuration results in enhanced region 1 currents compared to
those in the region 2 and results in the generation of the PPF
[e.g., Fejer, 2002]. Similarly, when the IMF Bz turns north-
ward from a large steady southward value, or decreases to
zero from a large value, a PPF is generated which is opposite
to the one generated due to the southward turning of the
IMF Bz [e.g., Kelley et al., 1979]. These two types of fields
are also termed undershielding and overshielding electric
fields, respectively, owing to their generation mechanisms.
The undershielding fields are directed eastward (westward)
during the day (night) at the equator [e.g., Fejer, 2002]
whereas the converse holds for the overshielding fields
[Kelley et al., 1979], which are directed westward (eastward)
during the day (night).
[4] The enhanced energy input and consequent Joule

heating of the high‐latitude atmosphere during the geomag-
netic storms results in modification of the global thermo-
spheric winds which generate the disturbance dynamo fields
[Blanc and Richmond, 1980]. These fields are generated
within a few hours of the storm and manifest on varied time
scales, from a few hours to days [e.g., Scherliess and Fejer,
1997; Richmond et al., 2003]. The direction of the DDF is
opposite to the ambient zonal electric field at the equator
[e.g., Scherliess and Fejer, 1997] and hence are directed
westward (eastward) during the day (night).
[5] Impulsive energy inputs during the storms may result

in the launching of TADs, the traveling atmospheric dis-
turbances [Hines, 1960; Balthazor and Moffett, 1997] which
travel meridionally toward equator at high speeds. The
TADs drag the ionization along the geomagnetic field lines
[Kirchengast et al., 1996; Sastri et al., 2000] and lead to
a positive ionospheric storm. It has been shown recently
[Bruinsma and Forbes, 2007] that TADs modulate the ioni-
zation, more during the night than during the day and the
maximum amplitude of such modulations is nearly 25%.
[6] Electrodynamic effect of the disturbance fields is in

terms of the modification of the equatorial fountain arising
due to the E × B drift of plasma in the vertical direction.
During the day, if the electric fields uplift the plasma at the
equator, it survives longer due to slower recombination rates
at higher altitudes. While at the lower altitudes photo ioni-
zation replenishes the plasma, there is an overall increase of
the F region height and plasma [e.g., Astafyeva, 2009].

[7] Ionospheric effects of geomagnetic storms have been
a subject of sustained study for several decades now [e.g.,
Spiro et al., 1988; Fejer et al., 1990; Abdu et al., 1995;
Fejer, 1997; Sastri et al., 1997, 2002; Basu et al., 2001a].
During the recent past, such studies have been carried out
using the GPS derived TEC. In spite of so much effort in
this direction, in a recent study, Fejer et al. [2007] have
underlined incompleteness in the present‐day understanding
of the magnetosphere‐ionosphere coupling processes that
govern the dynamics of the low‐latitude and equatorial ion-
osphere during the disturbed periods. This makes it impera-
tive to study each storm event from multiple observation
points to bring out all commonalities and differences with
regard to a particular event. This is the motivation for the
present study that concerns with the geomagnetic storm of
24 August 2005 which occurred during the local daytime.
August 2005 was part of the declining phase of the solar
cycle 23, with an average F10.7 cm solar flux of about
90.6 SFU but had periods of strong geomagnetic activity.
One such period of increased activity was 22–28 August.
The active region (AR) 10798 was responsible for the M2.6
and M5.6 flares on 22 August peaking at 0132 UT and
1727 UT, respectively. Both these flares were accompanied
by halo CMEs (http://lasco‐www.nrl.navy.mil) which were
later detected as interplanetary disturbances by the ACE
spacecraft as two shocks in quick succession. The 24 August
2005 geomagnetic storm was triggered due to the combined
effects of these CMEs [Papaioannou et al., 2009].
[8] For the study of this storm, we have made use of the

TEC data from the 5 GPS receivers around the 75°E long-
itudes covering northern and southern edges of the equato-
rial ionization anomaly (EIA). Diego Garcia, a station in the
southern hemisphere is almost magnetically conjugate to
Udaipur. From this part of the globe, comparisons of results
from two magnetically conjugate stations during a storm
are being presented probably for the first time. Also, we
have used TEC data from three GPS receivers around 15°N
magnetic latitude, in different longitudes. We have also
made use of ionosonde data from New Delhi, a station north
of the EIA in the Indian region.

2. Data Sets

[9] Level 2 data of the ACE satellite, with a time resolution
of 64 s, have been used to show the solar wind parameters
such as proton density (NP), proton temperature (TP) and solar
wind speed (VSW). IMF Bz (in the GSM coordinates) values
with a time resolution of 16 s has also been used from the
same satellite. From these parameters the zonal component of
the interplanetary electric field (IEF Ey) has been computed
as, Ey (mV/m) = −VSW Bz. The polar cap potential drop FPC,
has been calculated using the Hill‐Siscoe polar cap formula
[Siscoe et al., 2002;Ober et al., 2003; Fejer et al., 2007], i.e.,

FPC kVð Þ ¼ 30þ 57:6ERP
�1=6
SW

1þ 0:20SPP
�1=3
SW þ 0:036ERP

�1=2
SW SP

:

Here ER (mV/m) = VSW B sin2(�/2), is the reconnection
electric field, B(nT) is the Y‐Z plane component of the IMF in
GSM coordinates, and � is the IMF clock angle in the Y‐Z
plane, with 0° and 180° correspond to northward and south-
ward, respectively. A 30 kV potential has been included to
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account for viscous merging and predicts saturation for
large solar wind reconnection electric fields. PSW (nPa) =
NP mp VSW

2 , is the solar wind pressure, NP is the solar
wind number density, and mp is the proton mass, and SP =
0.77 (F10.7)

1/2 is the height integrated Pedersen conductivity.
[10] We have used the SYM‐H and ASY‐H indices which

represent the strength of the symmetric ring currents and
longitudinal symmetry of the ring currents, respectively.
[11] The magnetic field strength in the north‐south

direction measured by the ground‐based magnetometers at
Alibag (HABG), an off‐equatorial station and at Tirunelveli
(HTIR), an equatorial station in Indian longitude sector have
been used to describe the variations in the overhead currents.
The difference DHTIR − DHABG, is normally computed to
show the strength of the equatorial electrojet (EEJ), where
DH at each location is estimated after subtracting the
respective average nighttime level from its H values. This
subtraction is expected to eliminate the ring current contri-
bution. However, during disturbed ring current conditions,
this subtraction may not give a true EEJ contribution. This is
because the ring current does have latitudinal dependence,
as revealed by disturbed ASY‐H parameter. Therefore, we
have chosen to compute the difference, DH = HTIR–HABG

on the storm day (designated by DHS) of 24 August and its
variation has been compared with that on a quiet day (DHQ).
However, for 25 and 26 August, the quiet days, we shall
follow the conventional procedure.
[12] Latitudinal and longitudinal extents of the ionospheric

variations during the geomagnetic storm of 24 August 2005
have been studied. For this purpose the TEC data, obtained
through the GPS receivers, of two sets have been considered.
The first set consisted of stations that had nearly the same
latitude, around the anomaly crest in the northern hemi-
sphere, but different longitudes. The second one corre-
sponded to different latitudes, from anomaly crest in the
northern hemisphere to down to the equator, in the longi-
tude belt 75°E ± 3°E (Local time, LT = UT + 5). List of
such stations, along with respective geographic coordinates
is given in Table 1. Except for Udaipur the rest of the sta-
tions listed in Table 1 are the IGS (International GNSS
Service) stations, whose data have been downloaded from
the site ftp://garner.ucsd.edu/. It is to be noted here that the
IGS data are in RINEX (Receiver INdependent EXchange)
format which have been read using indigenously developed
computer codes. TEC at Udaipur has been computed from a
GPS receiver, GSV 4004A of M/S GPS Silicon Valley, USA.
The line‐of‐sight TEC (slant TEC, STEC) between a satellite
receiver has been computed after resolving the initial ambi-
guity and correcting for the cycle slips in the RINEX for-
matted data. This slant TEC suffered from the satellite and

receiver bias errors. These errors have been accounted for
during post processing of data by downloading the bias errors
from the site ftp://ftp.unibe.ch/aiub/. The corrected slant TEC
has been converted into vertical TEC (VTEC) using the
formula given by Ma and Maruyama [2003]. For this pur-
pose a thin ionospheric shell at 350 km height has been
assumed. Thus, the computed VTEC corresponds to the
coordinates of the ionospheric pierce points.

VTEC ¼ STEC � 1� Re cos �

Rehmax

� �2
" #1=2

ð1Þ

Here Re is the radius of the Earth, � is the elevation angle, and
hmax is the height of the ionospheric shell above the surface
of the Earth.
[13] The TEC data near the northern crest of the equatorial

anomaly have been substantiated by ionosonde observa-
tions, that give variations of hmF2 and foF2 over New Delhi
(Geog. Lat. 28.64°N, Geog. Long. 77.17°E, and Geomag-
netic latitude 19.94°N).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Solar Wind, IMF Bz, and Geomagnetic Data

[14] Variations in solar wind parameters NP, TP and VSW,
the IMF Bz, FPC, IEF Ey, ER and various geomagnetic
parameters, SYM‐H, ASY‐H, and DHS for the period
0100 UT to 1400 UT (0500 LT to 1900 LT, 75°E) on
24 August 2005 covering the local daytime have been shown
in Figure 1 from the top to bottom image, respectively. In
Figure 1 (bottom) the broken curve in red is the normal trend
of (DHQ) on a quiet day, with a maximum at 0600 UT. It can
be seen from the curve that, compared to the nighttime level,
the peak DHQ is about 75 nT, corresponding to the normal
contribution of the electrojet currents. The curve in blue is the
DHS variations on 24 August which are markedly different
from its normal variation.
[15] For a better comparison of parameters obtained from

the ACE satellite and ground‐based instruments, the solar
wind parameters and IMF Bz have been shifted in time
by 35 min in accordance with the shock observed in the
SYM‐H index. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the solar
wind velocity VSW increased abruptly from 440 km/sec to
about 550 km/sec at 0610 UT on 24 August 2005. A similar
increase is also seen in solar wind temperature and density.
This sudden enhancement in solar wind parameters raised
the polar cap potential to a high value of ∼200 kV. Corre-
spondingly, the IEF Ey increased up to 8 mV/m for a short
duration. Although the IMF Bz was steady, increased FPC

after 0615 UT points to enhancement of the region 1 currents

Table 1. List of GPS Stations Used for the Present Study

Station Name Station Code Geographic Latitude Geographic Longitude Geomagnetic Latitude

1 Yibal, Oman YIBL 22.18°N 56.11°E 15.8°N
2 Udaipur, Indiaa UDPRa 24.67°N 73.69°E 16.22°N
3 Kunming, China KUNM 25.03°N 102.79°E 15.05°N
4 Hyderabad, India HYDE 17.42°N 78.55°E 8.65°N
5 Bengaluru, India IISC 13.02°N 77.57°E 4.35°N
6 Maldives, Republic of Maldives MALD 4.18°N 73.53°E 4.18°S
7 Diego Garcia Island, U.K. Territory DGAR 7.27°S 72.37°E 15.36°S

aNot an IGS station.
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resulting in increased geomagnetic activity, as evidenced in
SYM‐H. Gonzalez et al. [1992, 1999] have noted that an
increase in ram pressure, signified by jumps in proton
density and solar wind speed causes a sudden compression
of the magnetosphere and results in a positive jump in the
horizontal component of the Earth’s magnetic field. This
jump, also seen in the Dst or SYM‐H as a positive jerk, has
been termed a sudden impulse, or, SI. (The SI may, or may
not, be followed by a storm main phase.)
[16] At around 0835 UT the IMF Bz suddenly increased

to a northwardly value of ∼30 nT. Concurrently, the FPC

dropped near zero and the IEF Ey decreased sharply to a
value of ∼−13 mV/m (westward). Further, at 0900 UT, an
abrupt rise in VSW up to 600 km/sec was accompanied by an
impulsive rise in IMF Bz to a northward value of about
50 nT and positive jerks in SYM‐H. Simultaneously, the
IEF Ey further decreased to reach a maximum value of
about −25 mV/m. The period from 0830 UT to 0910 UT
may be taken as the initial phase of the storm. Thereafter,
the IMF Bz turned southward which was associated with
increased FPC and eastward IEF Ey at around 0910 UT. This
signaled the onset of the storm main phase wherein the
SYM‐H started declining. The IMF Bz attained a south-
wardly maximum of 55 nT at 1000 UT and the lowest
SYM‐H value was about −179 nT.

[17] The southward turning of IMF‐Bz observed at
0910 UT created strong eastward interplanetary and recon-
nection electric fields, IEF Ey and ER. These electric fields
reached a maximum value of ∼35 mV/m.
[18] Although not shown here, from 1000 UT onward the

IMF By became westward and IMF Bz started recovering
from its maximum southward value. At the same time, the
solar wind ram pressure increased abruptly as revealed by its
two peaks in NP. Concurrent with increased ram pressure
after 1000 UT, the ASY‐H showed marked increase and
reached up to 225 nT. Increased ASY‐H index implies
unsteady ring current condition. There are two more episodes
of significant IMF Bz turnings; northward at 1115 UT and
southward at 1145 UT, respectively. These turnings gener-
ated westward and eastward IEF Ey of some significance. The
IMF Bz remained largely southward till about 1300 UT.
Thereafter it turned polarity and remained largely northward.
[19] As shown in Figure 1 (bottom), DH variations on the

storm day are markedly different from its quiet day varia-
tions. Even prior to the occurrence of magnetospheric dis-
turbances, the DH is seen to be below the quiet day base
values up to about 0400 UT. This is normally inferred as a
counter electrojet signature. After 0400 UT, the DHS

recovered and started increasing compared to the base value
of DHQ. A sudden increase in RAM pressure signified by

Figure 1. The solar wind density, temperature, speed, IMF Bz, cross polar potential drop, zonal inter-
planetary electric field (IEF Ey), reconnection electric field ER, SYM‐H and ASY‐H indices, and DH
variations on 24 August 2005.
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increased Np and Vsw at 0610 UT increases Fpc to ∼200 kV.
This produced a sudden impulse (SI) in SYM‐H. Instanta-
neous effect is seen in SYM‐H as it is a contribution of the
ring current. A sudden rise in DHS at 0610 UT is due to the
SI. Around 0630 UT, IMF Bz turns southward to a value
of about 20 nT. There is a positive kink in the Fpc and
manifests itself as an increase in DHS around 0645 UT. The
DHS peaked at 0700 UT, about an hour later than on a
normal day. As noted above, the storm initial phase was
from 0830 UT to 0910 UT wherein Bz became strong
northward to a value of about 30 nT and there about for
30 min. Concurrently, the FPC and ER dropped near zero.
This sudden northward turning of IMF Bz could lead to
overshielding condition resulting in an overshielding electric
field which would be westward during the day [e.g., Kelley
et al., 1979; Wolf et al., 2007]. This westward electric field
is seen to get transmitted to the equator with a time delay of
about 10 min and probably as a result, the DHS, which was
in its declining phase past the local noon decreased more
rapidly and reached a value of about 2100 nT at around
0915 UT. Thus a penetration of a westward electric field is
inferred, due to which the DHS declined rapidly. The source
of this westward field observed in the dayside equatorial
ionosphere during the northward Bz is the westward field of
the shielding layer.
[20] Due to southward turning of IMF Bz, at 0910 UT, a

strong eastward IEF Ey (of ∼35 mV/m) was generated and
an undershielding condition was developed. Simulta-
neously, DHS increased abruptly by 90 nT, from 2100 nT to
2190 nT, within 35 min. A sudden increase of about 90 nT
at a time when IEF Ey was also large and eastward implies
eastward PPF resulting in enhanced overhead currents. A
90 nT increase in DHS, caused by the eastward PPF is more
in magnitude than the peak value (about 75 nT) of electrojet
strength on a normal day. The undershielding conditions,
which are responsible for the prompt penetration electric
fields, usually last for a short duration [e.g., Fejer et al., 2007].
Hence, after 1010 UT the DHS decreased, as expected.
However, its decrease below 2080 nT around 1150 UT is
abnormal and cannot be explained merely by termination of
the undershielding conditions. Such a large decrease in DHS

implies an additional westward PPF after about 1030 UT. In
order to explain the source of an additional westward PPF,
we invoke the hypothesis of Fejer et al. [2007] wherein they
have argued unsteady ring currents to be a cause of eastward
as well as westward PP electric fields. On 24 August, the
ASY‐H is seen to be high after 1000 UT, reaching a maximum
around 1030 UT. The increased ASY‐H around 1030 UT
could have facilitated an additional westward PPF, under
whose influence the DHS declined rapidly. There was a
northward turning of IMF Bz at 1115 UT. Prior to this
northward IMFBz, condition of southward IMFBz prevailed.
Thus, there was sudden change from the undershielding
condition to the overshielding, resulting in the penetration of
a westward field of the shielding layer. This westward field
further decreased the DHS up to about 2080 nT. An alto-
gether different source of the abnormal westward field
referred above, could be invoked from the work of Ridley
and Liemohn [2002] wherein divergence of asymmetric
ring current has been argued to be a source of PPF. Yet
another source of such a westward field could be thought of
arising due to the rapid disturbance dynamo fields reported

by Fuller‐Rowell et al. [2002]. The basis of this DD field
stems from slow variation in DHS. These westward fields
could reach low latitudes which result in downward plasma
drift during the daytime. Such anomalous fields are expected
during main and early recovery phases of the storms.
[21] Upturning of the DHS from its second most negative

value at 1150 UT may be attributed to the southward turning
of the IMF Bz at 1145 UT. The Bz remains southward for
over an hour past 1145 UT signifying an eastward IEF Ey
(maximum value ∼20 mV/m) which could penetrate to the
low and equatorial latitudes as an eastward PPF. In spite of a
large IEF Ey, its effect as seen in the DHS variations does
not appear to be commensurate. It is because the output of a
ground‐based magnetometer is a measure of overhead cur-
rents which in turn depend on electrical conductivities and
electric fields. As the conductivities rapidly decrease past
the local noon, even large changes in electric field strength
would not be able to produce commensurate variations in
the magnetic field strength. In other words, the effect of
electric field seen in the ground‐based magnetometers,
around the local noon when the conductivities are normally
high, would be much larger than that observed, say 3 h, past
the local noon. After 1300 UT the DHS tended to recover
but was below the quiet time DH values.

3.2. Ionosonde Observation

[22] We have also studied the ionospheric variation in
terms of critical frequency (foF2) and peak height of iono-
spheric F2 layer, (hmF2) using the ionosonde data from a low‐
latitude Indian station, i.e., New Delhi (Geog. Lat. 28.42°N,
Geog. Long. 77.21°E, Geomagnetic Lat. 19.36°N). Varia-
tions of hmF2 and foF2 on 24 August have been shown in
Figure 2 as dots in red which have been fitted with a spline to
fill the data gaps. Variation of both these parameters has been
compared with that on the quiet days. The quiet day varia-
tion has been obtained from the mean of international geo-
magnetic quiet days of August 2005. The mean variations
are drawn in magenta. In order to explain the variations in
hmF2 in terms of the PPFs, we also give the IEF Ey variation
on 24 August in Figure 2 (top). It can be seen from Figure 2
(middle) that on a normal quiet day, the hmF2 starts rising
after the sunrise and peaks around 0700 UT (1200 LT) at an
altitude of 325 km. Thereafter, it gradually lowers during the
daytime to an altitude of about 250 km by the local evening
hours. Similarly, on a quiet day the foF2 starts increasing
after the sunrise and peaks around 1000 UT (1500 LT) and
thereafter it declines. Compared to this normal behavior,
both foF2 and hmF2 reveal two peaks on 24 August. The hmF2
is seen to rise gradually from about 0630 UT and reached up
to 350 km around 0800 UT. At 0915 UT (1415 LT) the hmF2
rose sharply to reach a height of about 475 km at 1000 UT.
This rise in height of F layer coincides with the enhanced IEF
Ey, signifying transmission of an eastward PPF. Under the
influence of this PP field, the F region rises by about 130 km
in just 45 min (0915 UT to 1000 UT) implying an average
vertical drift speed of about 48 m/s. After 1000 UT (1500 LT)
hmF2 decreased rapidly as the undershielding conditions
ceased to exist, and lowered to 320 km by 1130UT (1630 LT).
Thereafter, it started rising again from about 1145 UT and
reached an altitude of 475 km at 1215 UT. Thereafter the
F layer came down rapidly and by 1300 UT hmF2 attained its
normal value. Comparing top and middle images of Figure 2,
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it can be seen that the second risetime of hmF2 nearly
coincides with the occurrence of an eastward IEF Ey of
20 mV/m at 1145 UT, arising due to the southward turning
of IMF Bz at 1145 UT. Thus, the rise in hmF2 could be
explained in terms of eastward PP electric fields.
[23] That the geomagnetic storm led to a positive iono-

spheric storm is evidenced by a significant increase in the
density, as revealed by peaks in foF2 (Figure 2, bottom)
around 1130 UT (1630 LT) and 1315 UT (1815 LT). As has
been noted earlier, there was an eastward PPF at 0910 UT.
This PP field is expected to penetrate up to low and equa-
torial latitude. Resultantly the vertical E × B drift would be
enhanced. This enhanced E × B drift would uplift the low‐
altitude plasma to higher heights where the recombination
rates are low and thus plasma would sustain for a longer
time. Thus, the first peak in foF2, observed at 1130 UT at
New Delhi, could be attributed to the local uplifting of
plasma by the enhanced vertical E × B drift arising due to the
eastward PPF at 0910 UT (1410 LT) in the low latitudes, like
NewDelhi. Since the PP fields are expected to be short‐lived,
the foF2 tended to attain its quiet day value at 1215 UT.
[24] From 1215 UT (1715 LT) the foF2 again started

increasing and peaked at 1315 UT (1815 LT). In order to
understand the mechanism for the formation of the second
peak in foF2, it is pertinent to discuss the variation of foF2
on a normal day at Delhi which is also given in Figure 2 as
a curve in magenta. Formation of equatorial ionization
anomaly (EIA) in low latitudes has been explained in terms

of plasma fountain that results due to vertical uplifting of
plasma at the geomagnetic equator due to the E × B drift
[Martyn, 1955; Hanson and Moffett, 1966] and its subse-
quent dumping at the low latitudes. It can be seen from
Figure 2 that on a normal day, the foF2 increases mono-
tonically and reaches amaximumby about 1000UT (1500 LT).
The normal hour of maximization of EEJ at the equator is
around 0600 UT (1100 LT). Thus, on a normal day the peak
in foF2 at a low‐latitude station New Delhi, occurs nearly
4 h after the electrojet currents at the equator maximize.
Hence the second peak in foF2 at New Delhi could be
attributed to two factors. The first of which is the equatorial
plasma fountain arising due to the eastward PP electric field
at the equator at 0910 UT. Under the influence of this PP
electric field at the equator, the equatorial plasma rose to
higher altitudes and then diffused along the field lines until
the gravity and pressure gradient forces balanced. This
contributed to the anomalous, second peak in foF2 at 1315UT
in low latitudes, like New Delhi. The other factor that could
also contribute to the second peak is the second episode of
eastward PP electric field that occurred at 1145 UT (1645 LT).
Due to this PP field, the local uplifting of plasma in the low
latitudes resulted. These two factors, namely, the abnormal
plasma fountain and the local uplift of plasma due to the
eastward PP field at 1145 UT, combined together to produce
the second peak in foF2. Since the time of second episode of
PPF is within the period of dumping of plasma due to the
equatorial fountain arising from the first episode of PPF, it is

Figure 2. Variation of hmF2 and foF2 at New Delhi on 24 August (red dots are the data values with a
spline fit in green). Curve in magenta is the mean quiet day variation. Variations in hmF2 have been cor-
related with those in IEF Ey given in Figure 2 (top).
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not possible to quantify and separate the contribution from the
two sources. After 1815 LT, foF2 started decreasing and
reached its normal value by about 1400 UT (1900 LT).

3.3. Ionospheric TEC Variations

[25] In order to assess the effect of the geomagnetic storm
on the ionospheric TEC, we have considered data from two
sets of GPS stations. The first of these was along nearly the
same latitude (but different longitudes) near the crest of the
EIA and the other set enabled latitudinal TEC variation
along nearly the same longitude in the Indian zone. Results
for these sets are discussed in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
3.3.1. Longitudinal Variations in TEC
[26] Figure 3 gives variations in TEC for the GPS satellite

designated with PRN 27 for three different stations, namely
Yibal, Udaipur and Kunming, that have nearly the same
geographic (magnetic) latitude, ∼25°N (∼16°N), but differ-
ent longitudes, from 55°E to 105°E. Coordinates of these
stations are given in Table 1. The curves in black give the
mean quiet day variation in TEC and the band in green over
it marks its day‐to‐day variability, 2s bounds. The curves in
red give the TEC variations for 24 August 2005 at these
stations. It can be seen from Figure 3 that on 24 August, two
well‐separated humps in TEC are observed at all the three
stations. The TEC starts to rise from 1000 UT and shows the

first hump around 1115 UT, 2 h past to the southward
turning of the IMF Bz at 0910 UT. The TEC values are
observed to be enhanced by a factor of two compared to its
quiet day mean value. The second hump is seen around
1315 UT with an enhancement of ∼30 TECU compared to
the mean VTEC, at all the three longitudes. The time of
occurrence of both the humps nearly coincides with that of
the peaks in foF2 as given in Figure 2. The fact that the
humps in VTEC are seen nearly simultaneously at all the
three stations lying in the same latitude but different long-
itudes, imply a common mechanism for their formation.
Since the TEC is the integrated ionospheric plasma density
which is heavily weighted by the F region density, varia-
tions in TEC are expected to be similar to those observed in
foF2 which is a measure of maximum plasma density of the
F region. Thus, the mechanisms, namely the PP electric
fields and/or abnormal plasma fountain, which were invoked
to explain the peaks in foF2 observed at New Delhi could be
applied to explain the humps in VTEC which have been
observed at stations around the northern crest of EIA having
different longitudes.
[27] The results of this case also imply that on the dayside

of the globe where nearly similar ionospheric conditions
prevail, the ionospheric response to the PP electric fields
does not show longitudinal dependence.

Figure 3. Variation of storm day VTEC (in red) for PRN 27 over Yibal, Udaipur, and Kunming. These
stations have nearly the same magnetic latitude but differing longitudes. The quiet day mean VTEC for
the same PRN is plotted in black with 2s variations in green. The ionospheric pierce point latitude (mag-
netic) of each peak is also shown.
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3.3.2. Latitudinal Variations in TEC
[28] We have also studied latitudinal variations in TEC

from anomaly crest region in the northern hemisphere down
to near equatorial stations that lie within 75°E ± 3°E (Local
Time, LT = UT + 0500, at 75°E) longitude. These stations
are Udaipur, Hyderabad and Bengaluru, whose coordinates
are given in Table 1. Figure 4a gives variations in VTEC for
these stations computed from the observations of the GPS
satellite with PRN number 28. The curves in red show
variations in VTEC on 24 August and the ones in black are
the corresponding quiet time mean VTEC. Day‐to‐day
variability is shown by scatter in green. It can be seen from
Figure 4a that, on 24 August, the VTEC shows a double
humped structure at all the stations. These humps are seen to
be very distinct from the mean TEC. The time of occurrence
of the first hump at Udaipur is around 1115 UT and it is
delayed progressively as one goes down in latitude; the one
at Bengaluru occurs around 1145 UT. As was observed at
different longitudes, the VTEC is enhanced by about a
factor of 2 at all these stations. The second hump in VTEC
occurs at around 1315 UT. As noted in section 3.3.1, the

first hump in VTEC is due to the eastward PP electric field.
There are differences with regard to its time of occurrence at
different latitudes. We infer that these differences could be
due to varying response of ionosphere to the PP electric field
at different latitudes. To support this inference, we also give
a plot of VTEC obtained from an IGS station at DGAR,
Diego Garcia (7.2°S, 72.4°E, Geomag. Lat. 15.5°S), which
is in the southern hemisphere and is nearly magnetic con-
jugate to Udaipur. Since, the same satellites could not be in
view at the two stations at the same time, we give a profile
of VTEC, computed using 30 min mean of data from vari-
ous satellites in view at the two stations, Udaipur and Diego
Garcia in Figure 4b in red. The curves in black are the quiet
day mean variation of VTEC at the two stations and the
scatter in green gives its day‐to‐day variability. As was the
case with Figure 4a, the VTEC variation at Diego Garcia
also has two humps. The time of occurrence of the first
hump at Diego Garcia is nearly the same as that at Udaipur.
That is, the process for the formation of humps at the two
stations is same. This observation of occurrence of the first
hump in VTEC at nearly the same time at magnetically

Figure 4. (a) Variation of storm day VTEC (in red) for PRN 28 over Udaipur, Hyderabad, and Bengaluru.
These stations are in 75°E ± 3°E longitude (Local Time, LT = UT + 0500, at 75°E) from near the anomaly
crest down to the equator. The quiet daymean VTEC for the same PRN is plotted in black with 2s variations
in green. The ionospheric pierce point latitude (magnetic) of each peak is also shown. (b) Temporal variation
of mean VTEC on 24 August (in red) over Udaipur and Diego Garcia. These stations are geomagnetically
conjugates, situated near the anomaly crest in northern and southern hemispheres, respectively. The quiet
day mean VTEC (in black) with 2s variations (in green) is given for comparison.
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conjugate stations itself excludes the possibility of TAD
being the cause of the manifestation of the first hump.
[29] The second hump in VTEC at different stations of

Figures 4a and 4b, is due to the combined effect of the
abnormal equatorial fountain and the eastward PP electric
field at 1145 UT, as discussed in section 3.2. In terms of the
peak value of TEC, the fountain is expected to have maxi-
mum effect at the anomaly crest and its efficiency diminishes
with decreasing latitude. At the equator, it contributes to the
formation of a shallow trough at the time when it creates a
crest at higher latitudes. For the same reason, the second peak
is poorly developed at Bengaluru. During the low solar
activity phase, the EIA crest in the Indian zone has been
shown to shift equatorward [Galav et al., 2010], around 11°N.
Hence, Udaipur is beyond the northern crest of the anomaly.
The second peak shows maximum VTEC at Hyderabad
when compared to Udaipur and Bengaluru. Hence, it can be
concluded that the abnormal storm time fountain arising due
to eastward PP electric fields at 0910 UT, has produced the
ionization anomaly in the low latitudes in unusual late evening
hours. Its crest lies between Udaipur and Bengaluru, probably
over Hyderabad.

3.4. Disturbance Dynamo Effects

[30] Disturbance dynamo [Blanc and Richmond, 1980]
effects are believed to be operational from a few hours to
several hours after the storm commencement [Fejer et al.,
1983; Scherliess and Fejer, 1997]. Hence, their effects are

to be felt on similar time scales. As has been noted in section 1,
the disturbance dynamo arises due to change in wind cir-
culation patterns and the dynamo fields thus generated are in
opposition to the ambient electric fields at the equator, both
during the day and night. We use the difference DHTIR −
DHABG on quiet days, as a measure of the EEJ strength in
relation to the VTEC observation on 25 and 26 August, as
those were the quiet days. A plot of EEJ strength on 25 and
26 August has been given in Figure 5. The normal quiet time
variation in EEJ strength has been overplotted in red for
easy comparison. It can be seen from Figure 5 that on
25 August, the EEJ strength is greatly suppressed, by about
60 nT, compared to the normal day, with an average value of
about 10 nT. Although not shown here, there were no sig-
nificant variations in the daytime of 25 August either in solar
wind parameters or, in AE index and IMF Bz. Thus, as there
was no interplanetary disturbance on this day, the sup-
pressed EEJ on 25 August may be attributed to the daytime
westward electric field, arising due to the DDF. Scherliess
and Fejer [1997] and Fejer [2002] indeed discuss the long‐
term component of the disturbance dynamo that manifest with
time delays of 20–30 h. The strength of these disturbance
fields would, probably, depend upon the strength of the solar
event that preceded it, coupled with the conductivity distri-
bution in the equatorial ionosphere.
[31] In contrast to the EEJ variations of 25 August, the

ones on 26 August show a significant increase, by about
30 nT compared to the normal peak value. While the source

Figure 5. Variation of EEJ strength (in blue) for 25–26 August 2005. Curve in red shows its variation on
a quiet day.
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of enhancement in the EEJ strength could not be ascer-
tained, its effect on TEC are still useful to investigate.
Relationship between the low‐latitude TEC and the EEJ
strength could be easily demonstrated through the variations
of the former on 24 to 26 August, vis‐à‐vis that on 19 August,
a quiet day. These TEC variations are shown in Figure 6
which gives latitudinal variations of TEC against time as
contour plots. For this plot from Udaipur and four IGS sta-
tions namely, HYDE, IISC, MALD (Maldives), and DGAR
have been used. On the control (quiet) day of 19 August, the
TEC values are seen to maximize in a small band of latitude,
8°N–14°N and 12°S–16°S, around 1400 h, local time in the
two hemispheres. In contrast to these quiet time variations,
the TEC on 24 August is greatly enhanced and shows
poleward expansion of the anomaly to both sides of the
equator. As has been noted in earlier sections, this is due to
the PP electric fields on 24 August. This result on poleward
expansion of EIA due to PP electric field is in agreement
with the earlier works [e.g., Tsurutani et al., 2004]. Com-
pared to the control day of 19 August, normal formation of
EIA is seen to be inhibited on August 25. There are no well‐
defined crests in either hemisphere at the normal locations
and there is a clear‐cut reduction in TEC beyond ±8° lati-
tudes. This is due to a weak fountain, as confirmed by

diminished EEJ strength on 25 August in Figure 5. Since the
fountain was weak, the dumping of plasma was limited to
latitudes very near the equator. Since there is no well‐
defined peak in EEJ strength on 25 August, the EIA could
not develop and the TEC is confined to low latitudes. In
contrast, the TEC on 26 August (Figure 6) shows latitudinal
expansion arising due to enhanced EEJ strength. The TEC
values are also higher compared to the control day.

4. Conclusions

[32] We have studied the response of low‐latitude iono-
sphere to the geomagnetic storm of 24 August 2005 in terms
of variations in TEC. For this study, we have made use of
solar wind parameters, interplanetary magnetic field and data
from ground‐based magnetometers and ionosonde. Salient
features of this study are as follows.
[33] 1. We have been able to discern the effect of eastward

prompt penetration electric fields associated with increased
cross polar potential drop and southward turning of IMF Bz

on the TEC: along same latitude near the anomaly crest but
with longitudes varying from 55°E to 105°E and along
different magnetic latitudes from 16°N to 4°S, in the lon-
gitude belt 75°E ± 3°E.

Figure 6. Contour map of VTEC with respect to time and magnetic latitude within the longitude belt of
75°E ± 3°E for 19 August, a reference quiet day, and 24–26 August. Strengthening and latitudinal expan-
sion of equatorial anomaly on 24 August is clearly seen. Suppressed ionization anomaly on 25 August is
also obvious.
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[34] 2. The observed VTEC on the storm day shows
∼80%–100% enhancement for all the studied stations, in the
form of two humps.
[35] 3. The first hump in TEC has been attributed to the

prompt penetration of electric field due to southward turning
of IMF Bz at 0910 UT. Whereas the second hump at all the
stations is found due to the combined effect of the PP field
at 1145 UT and the abnormal plasma fountain arising from
the first episode of PP electric field.
[36] 4. Two peaks in hmF2 on the storm day confirm the

two episodes of eastward PP electric fields.
[37] 5. During the unsteady ring current conditions when

the IMF Bz was still southward, penetration of a westward
electric field has been inferred from the ground‐based mag-
netometer data.
[38] 6. The response of low‐latitude ionosphere to the

storm time penetration of electric field does not seem to
have any longitudinal dependence as evidenced by the
simultaneous occurrence of the humps in TEC over ∼55°E
to ∼105°E longitudes at nearly the same latitude.
[39] 7. There is a time delay in the occurrence of the first

hump in the VTEC from low to equatorial latitudes. While
its mechanism is to be understood, it could be attributed to
the latitudinal ionospheric response to the PP field.
[40] 8. Storm day variations of foF2, observed from New

Delhi, are found to be similar to the variations of low‐latitude
VTEC.
[41] 9. Diminished TEC on 25 August (compared to the

control day, 19 August) could be attributed to the distur-
bance dynamo fields leading to the weak EEJ that resulted in
suppressed equatorial fountain.
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